
Looking for a family home in Bowerham, South
Lancaster? This 3 bed period property offers a spacious
abode to grow into. the decoration throughout is light
and neutral and period features are still evident. This
property has to be seen to be appreciated.

£170,000
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24 Newsham Road
Bowerham, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 4DG



A brief description
This delightful 3 bed home would be
perfect for a growing family or couple.
With two reception rooms front and back
for relaxing and entertaining in, plus a
spacious and modern fitted kitchen and
bathroom to utilise.

Two of the bedrooms are doubles,
displaying original features and charm
wi th  the  th i rd  idea l  as  a  s tudy  o r
dressing room.

Bowerham is a firm favourite with buyers
given it's proximity to schools, amenities
and key employers in Lancaster.

Key Features
• Period mid terrace home

• 3 bedrooms (2 doubles)

• GCH and DG throughout

• 2 reception rooms

• Modern kitchen & bathroom

• Great size yard to rear

• Popular location in South Lancaster

• Council tax band A

Where is Newsham Road?
Newsham Road is situated in the ever popular area known as Bowerham
just south of Lancaster's historic city. The area attracts a wide range of
clientele from the young professionals, growing families and the retired due
to its wide variety of properties available and also has excellent amenities
which include shops, schools and churches. 

There are excellent transport links with regular buses both to the university
and the city centre, both of which are only a short drive way. Minutes away
are the hospital and University of Cumbria, two of the cities largest
employers.
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Step inside
Wander through the iron gate into your low maintenance front garden
before approaching the attractive, part glazed front door.

Head on inside to the main hallway giving access to all ground floor
rooms and of course the staircase to the bedrooms and bathroom. A
handy vestibule and inner door await once inside, giving options for
storing shoes and coats. Period features are on show, effortlessly blending
with the light, fresh and contemporary decoration that is evident
throughout this home.

Beautiful stripped back wood doors lead you into each room on the
ground floor.

The ground floor rooms
Once inside, take a left into the front facing living room. The decoration
once again is pleasant, soft and light, add this to the large amount of
natural light flooding in through the huge bay window and you have a
wonderful sitting room to relax in. The focal point has to be the gorgeous
fireplace to the centre of the room, a joy to cosy around during the
cooler months. Plenty of period features are on show once more within
this living room.

Back out to the hallway, a little further to the rear of the home and just
before reaching the stairs, take a left in to the second reception room.
This fantastic space is perfect for dining and entertaining family and
friends. Given it's proximity to the kitchen, you'll not feel left out whilst
cooking up a storm.

Speaking of the kitchen....positioned to the rear of the home, you have a
wonderful contemporary space to cook and prepare meals. Lots of
storage and worktop surfaces are afforded, along with space for all the
essential white goods. Access out to your private yard is achieved from
the side door off this kitchen.

Bedrooms and bathroom
As you make your way up the carpeted stairs to the 1st floor, you will
notice the clean, crisp and light decoration continues. This ensures a light
and airy feel throughout. At the top and to the rear of the home is the first
of two double bedrooms. Currently being used as a dressing room with
wardrobes, a double bed and furniture to suit wouldn't look out of place.

Toward the middle of the property is the third bedroom. Whilst it is on the
small side, it is perfect as a child's nursery or first room. Other uses this
room could lend itself to are - study/office or separate dressing room.

Next door we have the stylish and contemporary family bathroom.
Comprising of a white 3 piece suite with shower over bath, part tiled
around the bath and shower and modern grey walls to the rest.

Finally to the front of the property is the generous sized master bedroom.
Benefiting from two large windows letting in plenty of natural light, this
room feels bright and airy. The neutral decoration once more adds to this
feeling, whilst still keeping it's charm from the ornamental fireplace to one
wall. Plenty of space is offered for a large double bed and furniture.

What we like
The location of this wonderful home is
fantastic, popular and well regarded
schools round the corner as well as local
amenities.



Extra Information
- Popular location in South Lancaster
- Neutrally decorated throughout
- Sizable rear yard
- Gorgeous period features evident throughout.

The rear yard
Accessed from the side kitchen door, you are granted a generous yard to take
advantage of. A table and chairs would be ideal out here to enjoy during the
warmer months. 

A gate from the yard grants access to the service road behind for bin collection.
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